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Project

HNMA Neighborhood 
Walkability Audits
Dotte Agency is collaborating with a large set of partners under the Unified Government of Wyan-
dotte County / Kansas City,  Kansas Neighborhood Revitalization program.  The Historic 
Northeast Midtown Association (HNMA) is leading the community engagement coordination with 
the support of the Communities Creating Opportunity support, and the Health Care Foundation of 
Greater Kansas City ‘Mobilizing the Dottes’ grant. 

Health Equity Context
Where we live affects our health.  Broad physical, social 
and economic determinants impact the health of  a 
community’s residents. The natural and built environ-
ment influences the health of  urban residents through 
geography, air quality, housing quality, water and sani-
tation systems and transportation systems.  “The social 
and economic environment, including access to economic 
and educational opportunities, safety and security, social 
support and cohesion, and gender equality, has a major 
impact on the health of  city dwellers….urban gover-
nance is inextricably linked to the health and well-being 
of  city dwellers through its ability to provide city dwellers 
with the platform that will allow them to use their talents 
to improve their social and economic conditions. Each 
of  these factors can greatly support or undermine the 
health of  city dwellers.”1 Past politics such as the use of  

‘redlining’ practices (Fig. 01) have led to disinvestment 
in the public infrastructure.  This health inequity is 
noticeable in the built environment, especially the case 
in the northeast area of  Wyandotte County known as 
the Historic Northeast Midtown Association (HNMA). 
(Fig. 02) The HNMA contracts with the Unified Govern-
ment (UG) of  Wyandotte County / Kansas City, Kansas 
to fulfill a scope of  services aligned with the nine stra-
tegic goals of  the UG Board of  Commissioners.  Rachel 
Jefferson is the executive director. (Fig. 03) their mission is 
to support sustainable growth in the community through 
strategic investments in health, the environment, busi-
nesses, education and workforce development with a 
vision to empower residents to engage in the economic, 
social and civic issues which impact the quality of
life there.

1Chan, Margaret, ed. Hidden Cities: Unmasking and Overcoming Health Inequities in Urban Settings, World Health Organization, 2010.
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Fig. 01 | As in most American cities in the 1930’s, home foreclo-
sures were common.  In an attempt to assist homeowners to save 
their homes through refinancing, the federal government created the 
Home Owner’s Loan Corporation which evaluated neighborhoods 
and rated them.  The highest risk neighborhoods were considered 
“redlined” for home loans.

Fig. 02 | The Historic Northeast Midtown Association is comprised 
of  25 neighborhood associations throughout the northeast portion of  
Wyandotte County.

 Urban health inequity is seen and felt in the built 
environment in HNMA, (see the Kirwan Institute for 
the Study of  Race and Ethnicity Health Equity Action 
Transformation report for compelling spatial data that 
identifies health inequities in the built environment in 
Wyandotte County.) (Fig. 04) Local governments are 
uniquely positioned to coordinate efforts, but must do 
so in a way that includes other levels of  government, 
neighborhood association leadership and local resi-
dents.  Operating within this framework, HNMA must 
be informed and empowered with information to under-
stand the nature, scope and detailed insight of  health 
inequities within their district, and then monitor and 
evaluate their priority areas for improvement. “The 

elimination of  persistent health inequities  requires the 
engagement of  multiple perspectives, resources and skills.  
Community-based participatory research (CBPR) is one 
approach to developing action strategies that promote 
health equity by addressing contextual as well as individ-
ual-level factors, and that can contribute to addressing 
more fundamental factors linked to health inequity.”2

 The starting point is a clear picture of  the health 
issues and their determinants within the district.  Once 
information is assembled, it can be organized to identify 
the population subgroups and health issues that reveal 
the greatest urban health inequities.  It also can be used 
to see how these issues are developing over time, or 
compare with other districts in the city.  

2Schulz, A., B. Israel, C. Coombe. A Community-Based Participatory Planning Process and Multilevel Intervention Design.  Sage Journals, 2011.
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Fig. 03 | Public engagement event at the annual Jersey Creek Trails 
5K Run helps residents learn about the neighborhoods history, vision 
and challenges.

Fig. 04 | The Kirwan Institute for the Study of  Race and Ethnicity 
from Ohio State University is a thorough study of  the social determi-
nants of  health in Wyandotte County.

 Armed with information, multiple sectors can 
take action in a coordinated fashion that focuses on 
relevant health determinants. “Communities’ capacity to 
influence decisions that affect physical and social environ-
ments (e.g., local land uses, social policies) have critical 
implications for health inequities.”3 The key dimensions 
of  community capacity to promote environmental health 
include “community leadership, social and organizational 
networks and active participation of  a broad cross section 
of  participants.”4 Community participation in local 
health decision-making has been heralded as an essential 
strategy to improve the design and implementation of  

underrepresented and underserved areas.5  “…participa-
tory approaches have become increasingly prominent in 
low-income communities throughout the world because 
community participation is seen as providing more 
meaningful incorporation of  community preferences, 
more responsive resource allocation procedures, and 
greater accountability from local health providers and 
organizations.”6

 Including representatives from the UG Public 
Works and Planning offices early on has initiated a 
collaborative approach early on. (Fig. 05) In the case 
of  this project, Rachel Jefferson, executive director of  

3Freudenberg, N. (2004). Community capacity for environmental health promotion: Determinants and implications for practice. 
Health Education & Behavior, 31, 472-490. 
4Ibid.
5Church, J., Saunders, D., Wanke, M., Pong, R., Sooner, C. & Dorgan, M. (2002). Citizen participation in health decision-making:  
past experience and future prospects. Journal of  Public Health Policy, 23 (1), 12.
6Charles, C., & DeMaio, S. (1993). Lay participation in health care decision-making: a conceptual framework. Journal of  Health 
Politics, Policy. And Law, 18 (4).
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HNMA, is leading this engagement process.  Under-
standing the policies and how local implementation 
is crucial.  This political commitment across a wide 
range of  civic leaders, neighborhood association leader-
ship, local advocacy groups such as MOCSA, Healthy 
Communities Wyandotte, the New Bethel Church 
of  Community Development Corporation, Latino 
Health for All Coalition, 202020 Movement and other 
non-profits is critical to identifying a shared vision that 
is supported by everyone in the process that support 
ongoing intersectional communication and collaboration. 

Connections across ‘grassroot’ to ‘policy-maker’—those 
who can provide expertise and practical experience in 
support of  the effort are essential for ensuring the long-
term reduction of  health inequities.7 A range of  factors 
must be considered in prioritizing and implementing 
specific interventions. Selected interventions should be 
feasible, sustainable and evidence based. In choosing 
interventions, consideration of  local capacity for imple-
mentation, likely impact, acceptability and political 
support must be considered.

In collaboration with the KU Center for Community 
Health and Development, the Community Health Coun-
cil of  Wyandotte County, and the HNMA, Matt Klein-
mann (as part of  his PhD coursework with Dr. Vicki 
Collie-Akers) developed a video-story collection session 
(https://www.northeastkck.org/community-film-proj-
ect/) (Fig. 06) with HNMA Neighborhood Association 
leaders. Each participant was asked to tell the story of  
their community, “where has it been, where is it going 

and what can be done now?” The stories were record-
ed on video and shared with the HNMA area residents 
(Fig. 07) through a Community Film Workshop in Jan-
uary, 2017. In this video series, the participants were 
introduced to each other—for many—meeting other 
neighborhood association residents and leaders for the 
first time.  The video event allowed them to hear each 
others’ stories, their perspectives on innovative things 
they were doing in their neighborhood and their needs 

HNMA Neighborhood Walkability Audits

Fig. 05 | Engagement at an early Northeast Wyandotte Masterplan 
meeting organized by the UG Planning Office.

Fig. 06 | Rachel Jefferson, Vicki Collie-Akers and Matt Kleinmann 
organized a Community Film Workshop to share residents’ perspec-
tives about their separate neighborhoods.

Collecting Stories

7Chan, Margaret, ed. (2010) Hidden Cities: Unmasking and Overcoming Health Inequities in Urban Settings, World Health Organization.
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and wishes for improvements to their neighborhoods. 
(Fig. 08) As the participants watched the videos, they 
were asked to complete a survey that asked these basic 
questions:

—What did you see? What did you relate to? What 
surprised you? What bothered you? What did you enjoy 
hearing?

 —How close was what you heard describe your own 
experience in your neighborhood?

—Of  all the things you heard, what are the most import-
ant things that you think people should hear? (strengths 
of  the community and challenges in the community)

—Was there something you heard that you’d like to sup-
port or volunteer for? (If  so, please leave your name and 
a comment about what you’d like to help with).

Following this, participants met in small groups and 
discussed:

—What are the most important things that people said 
in the video(s)?

—Who or what was said that best captures critical 
themes from the video(s)?

—What was said that could help people best understand 
what matters?

—For what you identified from the video(s) as Strengths, 
what can be done to build on them?

—Why do you think those things are happening?
—How can the Strengths be used to address the 
Challenges identified?

The participants then came together as a large group 
where each small group summarized their discussions. 
(Fig. 09) Key theme challenges and discoveries included: 
there’s a lack of  housing, particularly for seniors; par-
ticipants were excited by their neighborhoods successes 
with small projects; homelessness; poor or non-existent 

sidewalk infrastructure where in some areas students 
must walk in the streets to get to school; (Fig. 10) lack 
of  grocery stores; changing population with increased 
number of  Latinos that were disconnected from existing 
residents due to language barrier; many aging residents 
with nostalgic memories of  a better built and natural 

HNMA Neighborhood Walkability Audits

Fig. 07 Fig. 08 |Victor Harris, president of  the Organization for Communi-
ty Preservation, was interviewed in the Community Film series.
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environment; that there had been some successes around 
safety and crime prevention with stronger relationships 
with community police officers; neighborhood leadership 
is a strength; and expressed enjoyment and support for 
youth engagement.  Through these key themes it was 
determined by the larger group that an immediate 

need to be addressed was to better understand the 
nature of the sidewalks, streets/curbs and street 
lighting so that they could then collectively priori-
tize needs and address them with UG Public Works 
and the Kansas City Board of Public Utilities (BPU). 
(Figs. 11 &12)

HNMA Neighborhood Walkability Audits

Fig. 09 | Residents from the HNMA area complete a survey share 
their insights with the larger group.

Fig. 11

Fig. 10 |Many of  the blocks in this area do not have any sidewalks.  
Students are forced to walk in the street to get to school.

Fig. 12
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Walking is the most basic form of  human mobility in 
a neighborhood and is beneficial to one’s health.  It 
is the most affordable and accessible of  all modes of  
transportation.  However, since the mid-century urban 
renewal period, there has been an expansion of  vehic-
ular infrastructure and decline of  a healthy pedestrian 
environment with: detached sidewalks, narrow streets for 
safe pedestrian crossing and fractured network system.  
Through the late 20th century, new developments 
became homogenous and lacked planner and engineer 
attention, with instead an emphasis on the automobile, 
adding new roads and travel lanes on existing roads that 
led to higher automobile traffic volumes and increased 
car speeds.  The evolution of  designing and planning for 
the automobile was at the expense of  the pedestrians. In 
order to develop the means to do the appropriate anal-
ysis, Dotte Agency looked at three primary protocols: 

—Kansas City Missouri Walkability Plan (http://kcmo.
gov/wp-content/uploads/2013/07/walkability.pdf): was 
prepared for the City Planning & Development Depart-
ment, City of  Kansas City, Missouri.  This document 
identifies the process, tools and presents findings.

 —PIN3 Neighborhood Audit Instrument: assesses 
street-level characteristics that may be related to walking 
and bicycling. The instrument objectively measures the 
following: arterial road or thoroughfare, walkable neigh-
borhood, physical incivilities, and decoration. 

—Crime Prevention through Environmental Design 
(CPTED) Audit and Site Assessments: are undertaken 
to provide comment and solutions on community safety 
related issues such as lighting, landscaping, and urban 
design. During a Site Assessment the locations of  vulner-
able areas or uses are noted. This can include commu-
nity facilities, cultural centers, car parks, bus stops, open 
space, school and tertiary institutions, key pedestrian 
routes and public toilets. 
 In each of  these cases, the instruments were 
somewhat technical and would require an ‘expert’ to 
do the assessments. Dotte Agency created user-friendly 
assessments in order to improve the individual resident 
capacity (Fig. 12b) to engage their place, others in their 
community, assess and record the physical environment 
to a fair level of  detail, and ultimately prioritize and 
advocate for improvements. These were graphically 
customized for each neighborhood association area.

Developing Protocols

HNMA Neighborhood Walkability Audits

Fig. 12b | Detailed user-friendly protocols are customized for each 
neighborhood association area.  They are of  manageable size and 
easy to translate observations onto the clipboard-sheets.

Fig. 13 | Seven neighborhood association areas were selected for the 
pilot assessment study in 2017-2018.
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The HNMA is comprised of  twenty-five neighborhoods 
of  which they selected seven neighborhoods for the pilot 
program—those that attended the film workshop were 
selected to assess in 2017-2018. (Fig. 13) The core project 
identified these steps, in collaboration with key
community partners:

1. Hang ‘door hanger notices’ (Fig. 14) on all resi-
dents’ doors in the neighborhood so that residents are 
informed about the process, who’s doing it and invited to 
participate;

2. Provide each neighborhood association with an 
informative ‘base map’ (Fig. 15) to help guide the work-
shop discussions and provide a base drawing for future 
discussions;

3. Provide each neighborhood association with customized 
‘field notes’ (Figs. 16—19) and ‘tool kit’ that (Fig. 20) would 
be available to guide the field work of  assessing sidewalks, 
streets/curbs and streetlights; Each of  these assessment 
categories had a four-scale ranking system that was easy to 
identify by indexing with photographic visualization.

HNMA Neighborhood Walkability Audits

Fig. 14 | Students help hang ‘door hanger notices’ on each resident’s 
door in the Parkwood Colony Neighborhood.

Fig. 15 | Baseline maps help residents understand where key 
institution buildings (schools, churches, community centers, etc.), 
parks and arterial pathways in the city are located in relationship to 

their neighborhood.  In this case, this shows the Organization for 
Community Preservation (OCP) Neighborhood.
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Fig. 16 | Sidewalk Assessment ‘Field Notes’ Fig. 17 | Street Assessment ‘Field Notes’

Fig. 18 | Curb Assessment ‘Field Notes’

HNMA Neighborhood Walkability Audits

Fig. 19 | Street Light Assessment ‘Field Notes’

4.  Provide a training workshop to build capacity among 
local residents (neighborhood association residents (Fig. 
21) and youth (Fig. 22) rom the neighborhood) to learn 
this process, do it. (Fig. 23) [and be empowered (Fig. 24) 
to iteratively do this in the future as the neighborhood 
ages and is transformed; (Fig. 25)

5. Assemble the data and notes into a set of  comprehen-
sive maps that share the data assessment (i.e., how many 

sidewalks are ‘non-existent’, ‘dangerous’, ‘cracked’ or 
‘like new’);

6. Through a participatory prioritization process (Fig. 
26) the residents/neighborhood association members 
become aware and highlight key priorities to guide the 
neighborhood association leadership to orchestrate direc-
tion and next steps through HNMA. (Fig. 27)
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Fig. 22 | In-class ‘Training Workshop’ with selected Northwest 
Middle School students helps students understand the value of  
the exercise and teaches them how to assess the neighborhood 
amenities in a focused environment.

Fig. 24

Fig. 23 |Northwest Middle School students become
expert-citizens.

Fig. 25

Fig. 20 | ‘Tool kit’ includes a set of  ‘Field Notes’ on a clipboard with 
pens and stickers to add notes.

Fig. 21 | In-field ‘Training Workshop’ with Parkwood Colony
neighborhood leaders makes learning easy directly on the site.
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Fig. 26 | Parkwood Colony recently prioritized what areas in their 
neighborhood would most benefit from infill sidewalks.

Fig. 27 | Beautiful, historic homes in Parkwood Colony are being 
preserved and with new sidewalks.

HNMA Neighborhood Walkability Audits

 This process has been applied so far to the Orga-
nization for Community Preservation and the Parkwood 
Colony neighborhoods.  Each neighborhood was divided 
into smaller clusters of  neighborhoods to assess, where 
teams of  residents, local middle school students and 
community partners (202020Movement, MOCSA, CPT-
ED volunteers and others) were organized by Rachel 

Jefferson from HNMA to complete the process through 
step 4 so far.  The UG Planning Office and Public Works 
Departments are currently working with HNMA to in-
corporate priorities into the Northeast Wyandotte Mas-
terplan (https://neamasterplan.com) being developed by 
Camiros from Chicago, Illinois.
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